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The recently introduced mixed time-averaging semiclassical initial value representation of the molec-
ular dynamics method for spectroscopic calculations [M. Buchholz, F. Grossmann, and M. Ceotto, J.
Chem. Phys. 144, 094102 (2016)] is applied to systems with up to 61 dimensions, ruled by a condensed
phase Caldeira-Leggett model potential. By calculating the ground state as well as the first few excited
states of the system Morse oscillator, changes of both the harmonic frequency and the anharmonicity
are determined. The method faithfully reproduces blueshift and redshift effects and the importance
of the counter term, as previously suggested by other methods. Different from previous methods, the
present semiclassical method does not take advantage of the specific form of the potential and it can
represent a practical tool that opens the route to direct ab initio semiclassical simulation of condensed
phase systems. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4998510

I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent publication,1 it has been shown that the ideas
of time-averaging2,3 and of semiclassical hybrid dynamics4

can be combined and can lead to an accurate description
of molecular spectra of an anharmonic system of interest
in the presence of an environment. In the present work, the
performance of the methodology is tested on systems with
a much larger total number of degrees of freedom (DOFs)
than treated before, and we specifically answer the ques-
tion under which condition a redshift or a blueshift of the
spectral line of the anharmonic system oscillator is to be
expected.

To this end, we employ a time-dependent approach to
spectroscopy, pioneered by Heller,5 based on the so-called
semiclassical initial value representation (SC-IVR) molecu-
lar dynamics introduced by Miller.6–12 Ignited by the seminal
work of Kay in the early 1990s,13–15 the literature has recently
seen a flurry of activities in SC-IVRs, and the Herman-Kluk
(HK) approximation10,16 has turned out to be the semiclassical
method of choice of many authors.17–55 More recently, semi-
classical molecular dynamics has been implemented for on-
the-fly simulations employing ab initio molecular dynamics
tools.53,56–66

The HK SC-IVR can, however, be only applied to a rel-
atively small number of coupled degrees of freedom. One
route towards the description of the spectra of larger sys-
tems is the addition of a time-averaging filter to the phase
space integration.3,67 When the filter is fully exploited by tak-
ing long time-evolved classical trajectories, the phase space
integration numerical effort is reduced by an order of mag-
nitude. Further improvement in computational cost to just a
handful of classical trajectories is achieved by taking into
consideration that accurate eigenvalues can be obtained from
single trajectories when these are close in energy to the

eigenvalues. In fact, the trajectories whose energies are about
the same as the vibrational peaks’ energies are contributing
most to the spectroscopic signal. This approach is called Mul-
tiple Coherent TA-SCIVR (MC-SCIVR or MC-TA-SCIVR)
and it has proved to be accurate for molecules such as H2O,
CH4, CH2D2, and NH3.56,60,68,69 The significant reduction in
the number of classical trajectories offered by the MC-TA-
SCIVR approach allowed us to obtain quite accurate power
spectra of molecules using a direct ab initio dynamics sim-
ulation, also called on-the-fly or direct ab initio semiclas-
sical dynamics.56–60,68–72 More recently, to beat the curse
of dimensionality, a projection technique has been intro-
duced. The new method is called Divide-and-Conquer SCIVR
(DC SCIVR) and it allows the calculation of power spectra
for high dimensional systems, such as a fullerene buckyball
molecule.73

An alternative approach to reduce the number of classical
trajectories is Heller’s thawed Gaussian wavepacket dynam-
ics (TGWD),7 where only a single Gaussian wavepacket with
time-dependent width is propagated. This numerically very
cheap method is accurate only for at most harmonic potentials,
but it can be combined with the more demanding HK method
in the semiclassical hybrid dynamics formalism.4 Propagat-
ing only few degrees of freedom on the HK level, while using
the simpler TGWD for the larger environmental part, gives
rise to an accurate yet efficient description for the dynamics
of systems with many degrees of freedom. We have recently
combined the hybrid idea with the time-averaging filter to
arrive at the mixed TA-SCIVR method (M-TA-SCIVR) that
needs fewer trajectories for convergence than a full TA-SCIVR
treatment while being just as accurate for the HK degrees of
freedom.1

A model system that allows for an easy distinction of
degrees of freedom to be treated on the HK versus TGWD
level is the one used by Caldeira and Leggett (CL) in their
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seminal path integral studies of quantum dissipation.74 This
model with different analytical forms of spectral density and
cutoff has been widely used in different branches of the
quantum dynamics community to model system-bath inter-
actions.22,75–81 Using a normal mode analysis, Pollak and co-
workers have analytically shown for a harmonic system with
and without an additional cubic term that the system frequency
shift induced by the CL bath with an Ohmic spectral density
is always towards higher frequencies, i.e., a blueshift.75,82 For
the cubic system, another analytical study has also shown a
blueshift tendency for different bath spectral densities.83 The
same result has been obtained for a Morse oscillator coupled
to a CL bath.84 On the other hand, arguing that experimen-
tal results often report a redshift of the system frequency (for
example, for iodine in rare gas matrices85,86), Georgievskii
and Stuchebrukhov87 have investigated the influence of the
CL counter term on a cubic system potential and found that
by omitting the counter term, both blueshift and redshift are
possible depending on bath parameters. We will employ a dis-
cretized Ohmic spectral density, frequently applied in the CL
model, and explicitly treat the dynamics of the combined sys-
tem, comprising the anharmonic system of interest as well as
the bilinearly coupled harmonic bath modes. For up to ten bath
degrees of freedom, this can still be done on the Herman-Kluk
level of the semiclassical description and serves as a bench-
mark for our more approximate M-TA-SCIVR method that has
to be used if up to 60 bath degrees of freedom are taking part
in the dynamics. Studying both cases of a non-resonant and a
resonant bath, we will show that both redshifts and blueshifts
are observed.

This paper is organized in the following way: Sec. II
recalls the mixed time-averaging semiclassical method for
the calculation of molecular spectra. In Sec. III, we reca-
pitulate the CL model and discuss the discretization of the
bath’s spectral density. In Sec. IV results are first given for
ten bath oscillators and different levels of approximation. The
high quality of the results of our proposed approximation
methodology is thereby shown. Then a detailed study of the
frequency shift of the oscillator of interest in the presence
of a substantial number of bath degrees of freedom is per-
formed. Conclusions are drawn and an outlook is given in
Sec. V.

II. MIXED TIME-AVERAGING SEMICLASSICAL INITIAL
VALUE REPRESENTATION

We first recapitulate the mixed time-averaging semiclas-
sical initial value approach to the calculation of molecu-
lar spectra. This method has been introduced recently1 and
it combines the semiclassical hybrid dynamics4 with time-
averaging.2,3

The goal of the method is to calculate the power
spectrum I(E) of a given initial state | χ〉 subject to a
Hamiltonian Ĥ,

I(E) =
∑

n

|〈χ |ψn〉|
2 δ (E − En) , (1)

where En are the eigenenergies of interest and |ψn〉 are the
corresponding eigenfunctions of Ĥ . The spectrum can be found

from the system’s dynamics by expressing the delta function
as a Fourier integral. Equation (1) then becomes

I(E) =
1

2π~

∞∫
−∞

dt eiEt/~
〈
χ

����e
−iĤt/~����χ

〉
. (2)

The time evolution in Eq. (2) is calculated semiclassically with
the propagator by Herman and Kluk,10

e−iĤt/~ =
1

(2π~)F

∫
dp(0)

∫
dq(0) Ct(p(0), q(0)) eiSt (p(0),q(0))/~

× |p(t), q(t)〉 〈p(0), q(0)| , (3)

where (p(t),q(t)) is the 2F-dimensional classical trajectory
evolving from initial conditions (p(0),q(0)), and St is the cor-
responding classical action. Equation (3) also contains the HK
prefactor,

Ct(p(0), q(0))

=

√
1

2F
det

[
∂q(t)
∂q(0)

+
∂p(t)
∂p(0)

− i~γ
∂q(t)
∂p(0)

+
i
~γ

∂p(t)
∂q(0)

]
,

(4)

which accounts for second-order quantum delocalizations
around the classical paths. Finally, the coherent state basis
set in position representation for many degrees of freedom
is given by the direct product of one-dimensional coherent
states,

〈x|p, q〉 =
(

det(γ)
πF

)1/4

× exp

[
−

1
2

(x − q)Tγ (x − q) +
i
~

pT (x − q)

]
, (5)

where γ is a diagonal matrix containing F time independent
width parameters.

While the semiclassical approximation of the propaga-
tor in Eq. (3) in principle allows for the inclusion of an
arbitrary number of DOFs, practical applications are limited
by the need to converge the phase space integral. There-
fore, we will now present two methods that are aimed at
accelerating the numerical Monte Carlo phase space integra-
tion of Eq. (3). The first step is the introduction of a time-
averaging integral,2,3 which is applied to Eq. (2) and yields a
semiclassical approximation with a pre-averaged phase space
integrand,

I(E) =
1

(2π~)F

∫
dp(0)

∫
dq(0)

1
π~T

Re

T∫
0

dt1

×

T∫
t1

dt2 Ct2 (p(t1), q(t1))

× 〈χ |p(t2), q(t2)〉 ei
[
St2 (p(0),q(0))+Et2

]
/~

×

[
〈χ |p(t1), q(t1)〉 ei

[
St1 (p(0),q(0))+Et1

]
/~

]∗
. (6)

In order to recover a single time integration as in Eq. (2),
Kaledin and Miller have suggested the so-called separable
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approximation,3 where the prefactor is written as
Ct2 (p(t1), q(t1))≈ exp

[
i(φ(t2) − φ(t1))/~

]
, and φ(t)/~= phase[

Ct(p(0), q(0))
]
. This procedure is exact in the harmonic limit

and results in the expression

I(E) =
1

(2π~)F

1
2π~T

∫
dp(0)

∫
dq(0)

��������

T∫
0

dt 〈χ |p(t), q(t)〉

× ei[St (p(0),q(0))+Et+φt (p(0),q(0))]/~
��������

2

, (7)

which contains only a single and positive-definite phase space
integrand that is expected to be more stable numerically than
the two-time integration in Eq. (6). While clearly less computa-
tionally demanding than Eq. (6), the separable approximation
in Eq. (7) has also turned out to be very accurate for a number
of molecular dynamics applications.1,3,56–60,67–72,88

The second step towards making the dynamics of larger
systems accessible is to invoke the mixed approximation. To
this end, we use the semiclassical hybrid dynamics idea to
divide the 2F phase space variables into 2Fhk for the sys-
tem space and 2Ftg for the bath phase space. Only the system
part, denoted by the subscript hk, is then treated on the HK
level of accuracy, whereas the simpler single-trajectory TGWD
approximation is used for the bath DOFs, which are denoted
by the subscript tg. This separation is made only for the semi-
classical expression, while the underlying classical dynamics
is not modified. We now assume a reference state of Gaussian
form, | χ〉 = ���peq, qeq

〉
, where qeq is the equilibrium position

and peq is the momentum corresponding to some eigenenergy.
In the mixed approximation, the initial phase space coordinates
are

peq(0) = *
,

phk(0)

peq, tg(0)
+
-

, qeq(0) = *
,

qhk(0)

qeq, tg(0)
+
-

. (8)

Only the HK initial conditions (phk(0), qhk(0)) are found by
Monte Carlo sampling around

(
peq, hk, qeq, hk

)
, while the bath

starting coordinates are always at the equilibrium positions,(
peq, tg(0), qeq, tg(0)

)
=

(
peq, tg, qeq, tg

)
. Since the TGWD is

exact for harmonic potentials, this division should accurately
reproduce the contributions of weakly coupled bath DOFs

close to their potential minimum. With this separation in place,
we expand the classical trajectories and the action to first and
second order, respectively, in the displacement coordinates of
the bath subspace,

δptg = ptg(0) − peq, tg(0), δqtg = qtg(0) − qeq, tg(0). (9)

This approximates the exponent in Eq. (7) such that the
phase space integration over the original bath initial conditions
(ptg(0), qtg(0)) can be performed analytically as a Gaussian
integral. The expanded classical trajectories becomes

p(t) = *
,

phk(t)

ptg(t)
+
-
= peq(t) + m11(t)δptg + m12(t)δqtg,

q(t) = *
,

qhk(t)

qtg(t)
+
-
= qeq(t) + m21(t)δptg + m22(t)δqtg,

(10)

and the action is

St (p (0) , q (0))

= St

(
phk (0) , qhk (0) , peq, tg (0) , qeq, tg (0)

)
+ pT

eq(t)m21 (t) δptg +
(
pT

eq(t)m22 (t) − pT
eq, 0, tg

)
δqtg

+
1
2
δpT

tgmT
11 (t) m21 (t) δptg +

1
2
δqT

tgmT
12 (t) m22 (t) δqtg

+ δqT
tgmT

12 (t) m21 (t) δptg. (11)

mij in Eqs. (10) and (11) are non-square F × Ftg submatrices
of the stability matrix,

m11(t) =
∂peq(t)

∂peq, tg(0)
, m12(t) =

∂peq(t)

∂qeq, tg(0)
,

m21(t) =
∂qeq(t)

∂peq, tg(0)
, m22(t) =

∂qeq(t)

∂qeq, tg(0)
.

(12)

They will be used only for the TG part of the mixed TA-SCIVR
integrand, while the phase φt of the HK prefactor still com-
prises the full F × F matrices from Eq. (4). After unraveling
the modulus in Eq. (7) and inserting Eqs. (10) and (11), the
phase space integration over the TG DOFs can be performed
analytically as a Gaussian integral. This results in the mixed
TA-SCIVR expression

I(E) =
1

(2~)F

1
πFhk

Re
π~T

∫
dphk (0)

∫
dqhk (0)

∫ T

0
dt1

∫ T

t1

dt2

× ei
[
E(t1−t2)+φt1 (peq(0), qeq(0))−φt2 (peq(0), qeq(0))+St1 (peq(0), qeq(0))−St2 (peq(0), qeq(0))

]
/~

×
〈
peq, hk, qeq, hk

���peq, hk (t1) , qeq, hk (t1)
〉 〈

peq, hk (t2) , qeq, hk (t2)���peq, hk, qeq, hk

〉
(13)

×

√
1

det (A (t1) + A∗ (t2))

×
〈
peq, tg, qeq, tg

���peq, tg (t1) , qeq, tg (t1)
〉 〈

peq, tg (t2) , qeq, tg (t2)���peq, tg, qeq, tg

〉
(14)

× exp

{
1
4

(
bt1 + b∗t2

)T (
A (t1) + A∗ (t2)

)−1
(
bt1 + b∗t2

)}
,

which contains some newly defined expressions, namely, the symmetric 2Ftg × 2Ftg matrix A(t) with blocks
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A11(t) =
1
4

mT
21 (t)γm21 (t) +

1

4~2
mT

11 (t)γ−1m11 (t) ,

A12(t) =
1
4

mT
21 (t)γm22 (t) +

1

4~2
mT

11 (t)γ−1m12 (t) ,

A21(t) =
1
4

mT
22 (t)γm21 (t) +

1

4~2
mT

12 (t)γ−1m11 (t) ,

A22(t) =
1
4

mT
22 (t)γm22 (t) +

1

4~2
mT

12 (t)γ−1m12 (t)

(15)

and the 2Ftg-dimensional vector b(t)≡
(
bT

1,t , bT
2,t

)T
with sub-

vectors

bT
1,t = −

1
2

(q (t) − q (0))T
[
γm21 (t) +

i
~

m11 (t)

]

−
1

2~2
(p (t) − p (0))T

[
γ−1m11 (t) − i~m21 (t)

]
,

bT
2,t = −

1
2

(q (t) − q (0))T
[
γm22 (t) +

i
~

m12 (t)

]

−
1

2~2
(p (t) − p (0))T

[
γ−1m12 (t) − i~m22 (t)

]
.

(16)

The expressions for A(t) and b(t) differ from our first pub-
lication on this matter,1 as we have left out two constant
imaginary contributions in Eqs. (15) and (16) that cancel out
in the phase space integrand in Eq. (13). Another difference to
Ref. 1 is that we have explicitly written out the scalar quan-
tity ct , which has been defined there and which contained the
action as well as the overlap of the TG part with the initial
state.

Comparing Eq. (13) to the full HK expressions (6) and
(7), we have achieved a reduction in the dimensionality of the
phase space that has to be sampled over. The loss in accuracy is
expected to be minimal, as the bath DOFs that are treated on the

TG level are weakly coupled and therefore close to harmonic
behavior. Again, we stress that there is no decoupling of the
underlying classical dynamics.

While the reduced Monte Carlo sampling is clearly advan-
tageous for numerical efficiency, it has come at the price of
reintroducing two time integrations in Eq. (13). The integra-
tion itself poses no difficulty, as it is simply a two-dimensional
Fourier transformation, but calculating the integrand for N2

steps
time steps takes a lot of computational time. Therefore, it
is highly desirable to find an expression with only a single
time integration. In the spirit of the original separable approx-
imation that leads from Eq. (6) to Eq. (7), we proceed by
assuming a form for the TG exponent and the TG prefactor
that is exact for the harmonic oscillator.1 The separable form
of the exponent reads as

1
4

(
bt1 + b∗t2

)T (
A (t1) + A∗ (t2)

)−1
(
bt1 + b∗t2

)
≈

1
4

bT
t1

(
A (t1) + A∗ (t1)

)−1 bt1

+
1
4

[
bT

t2

(
A (t2) + A∗ (t2)

)−1 bt2

]∗
, (17)

and the TG prefactor is separated in the fashion of a geometric
average,

1
√

det (A (t1) + A∗ (t2))
≈

(
1

det (A (t1) + A (t1))

)1/4

×

(
1

det (A (t2) + A (t2))

)1/4

. (18)

With that, we arrive at the desired separable mixed TA-SCIVR

I(E) =
1

(2~)F

1
πFhk

1
2π~T

∫
dphk (0)

∫
dqhk (0)

�����

∫ T

0
dt ei[Et+φt(peq(0), qeq(0))+St(peq(0), qeq(0))]/~

×
〈
peq, hk, qeq, hk

���peq, hk (t) , qeq, hk (t)
〉 〈

peq, tg, qeq, tg
���peq, tg (t) , qeq, tg (t)

〉
×

1

[det (A (t) + A∗ (t))]1/4
exp

{
1
4

bT
t
(
A (t) + A∗ (t)

)−1 bt

}�����

2

. (19)

As we have seen for two-dimensional and three-dimensional
model systems,1 this approximation reproduces both system
and bath peaks precisely when compared with exact quantum
dynamics results and reaches tight convergence within a con-
siderably shorter amount of time than the separable TA-SCIVR
from Eq. (7).

In Sec. IV, we show that this high accuracy is also achieved
for larger systems, and we then go on to use the mixed
approximation to investigate the influence of the Caldeira-
Leggett counter term on the frequency shift of an anharmonic
Morse system. We note in passing that a linearization along
the lines of linearized SC-IVRs (LSC-IVRs) is not possible
because we just have a single time-evolution operator in our
starting expression (1), while the LSC-IVR is propagating
densities.26,89–91

III. MODEL: MORSE OSCILLATOR COUPLED
TO A CALDEIRA-LEGGETT BATH

In order to test the accuracy of the mixed TA-SCIVR, we
use a Morse oscillator coupled bilinearly to a Caldeira-Leggett
(CL) bath of harmonic oscillators. The Hamiltonian in atomic
units has the form

H =
p2

s

2ms
+ Vs(s) +

Fb∑
i=1



p2
i

2
+

1
2
ω2

i y2
i + ciyi

(
s − seq

)
+

1
2

c2
i

ω2
i

(
s − seq

)2


, (20)

where the Morse potential for the system coordinate s is

Vs(s) = De

(
1 − e−α(s−seq)

)2
, (21)
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and we take the parameters of molecular iodine92 for the dis-
sociation energy De = 0.057 a.u., for the equilibrium distance
seq = 5.001 a.u., and for the range parameter α = 0.983 a.u.
The reduced mass of the Morse oscillator is ms = mr = 1.165
×105 a.u. There is an analytic solution for the eigenenergies of
the Morse potential which we will need later for comparison,

En = ωe

(
n +

1
2

)
− ωexe

(
n +

1
2

)2

, (22)

where ωe = α/
√

mr/(2De) is the frequency of the harmonic
approximation to the Morse potential, and xe = ωe/(4De)
is the anharmonicity parameter. For the iodine parameters
above, these quantities become ωe = 9.724 × 10−4 a.u. and
xe = 4.264 × 10−3 a.u.

The bath part of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (20) consists of the
bath kinetic energy, the bilinear system-bath coupling, where yi

denotes the bath DOFs, and the Caldeira-Leggett counter term.
The latter is introduced in order to prevent a renormalization
of the potential,93 and we will look into its influence on the
system spectrum in Sec. IV. Following Refs. 20 and 94, we
use an Ohmic spectral density with an exponential cutoff,

Je(ω) = ηωe−ω/ωc , (23)

with the system-bath coupling strength η and a cutoff fre-
quency ωc. In discretized form, the density is defined as

J(ω) =
π

2

Fb∑
i=1

c2
i

ωi
δ(ω − ωi), (24)

and the coupling coefficients ci in Eq. (20) are chosen such
that it becomes equivalent to the continuous form in the limit
of infinitely many bath oscillators,

c2
i =

2
π
ωi

Je(ωi)
ρ(ωi)

, (25)

with the frequency density defined by the condition
ωi∫

0

dω ρ(ω) = i for i = 1, . . . , Fb. (26)

Here, we choose it as

ρ(ω) = a
Je(ω)
ω

, (27)

where a is a normalization coefficient to ensure that i = Fb if
the largest bath frequency ωi = ωmax is chosen in Eq. (26),
and it amounts to

a =
Fb

ηωc

1
1 − e−ωmax/ωc

. (28)

With Eqs. (24), (26), and (27), one finds the discrete frequen-
cies as

ωi = −ωc ln

(
1 −

i(1 − e−ωmax/ωc )
Fb

)
. (29)

If both the cutoff frequency and the maximum frequency of
the bath are chosen much smaller than the system frequency,
about Fb = 20 bath oscillators have been shown to be suf-
ficient to reproduce a continuous bath.20 The semiclassical
hybrid approach in particular has already turned out to provide
an adequate description for the short-time decay of quantum

coherence of this specific system-bath problem.94 We also
choose this frequency density because it allows setting up a
bath containing not only many low-frequency modes but also a
few oscillators with frequencies close to the system frequency.
A thorough study comparing different spectral densities with
their advantages and drawbacks is given in Ref. 95.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main objective of this paper is the description of the
frequency shift of a Morse oscillator coupled to a CL bath
using the mixed TA-SCIVR. In order to demonstrate the very
good accuracy of the mixed approach, and in particular the
separable approximation, we first discuss results for a ten-
dimensional bath where TA HK results according to Eq. (7) can
still be found relatively easily. After making this comparison,
we will turn to baths with up to 60 DOFs and different bath
parameters to show their influence on the system spectrum. A
specific focus will be on the role of the CL counter term for
the anharmonic spectrum.

We employ two different frequency combinations: one
with a resonant maximum frequency, ωc = 0.5 ωs and ωmax

= ωs, and a low-frequency bath with ωc = 0.1 ωs and ωmax

= 0.2 ωs. We choose two different effective coupling parame-
ters ηeff = η/(msωs), namely, ηeff = 0.5 and ηeff = 2.0 for the
bath with small cutoff frequency and ηeff = 0.1 and ηeff = 0.5
for the big cutoff. The center of the initial wavepacket is at
equilibrium with nonzero momentum (0,

√
msωs) for the sys-

tem DOF. The centers of the bath oscillators’ wavepackets
are located at (0,0) because otherwise the spectrum becomes
very dense due to the huge number of excited bath peaks
(for an example with 19 DOFs, see Fig. 3 of Ref. 71). In
general, these simplified initial conditions might not be ade-
quate to describe the system frequency shift because possible
anharmonic contributions of the bath DOFs are neglected by a
dynamics that mainly explores the harmonic neighborhood of
the potential minimum. For the bilinearly coupled, harmonic
CL bath, however, the difference in the system frequencies
arising from initially excited bath DOFs is negligible. The
number of semiclassical time steps is Nsteps = 214 and their
length is ∆t = (2π/ωe)/20, resulting in a frequency resolution
of 1.2 × 10−6 a.u. (0.55 cm−1).

A. Morse oscillator coupled to ten harmonic oscillators

We first discuss an interesting but relatively simple exam-
ple: the bath comprising ten oscillators with ωc = 0.5 ωs,
ωmax = ωs, and ηeff = 0.5 (Figs. 1 and 2). In Fig. 1, we give an
overview of results obtained with the different methods. The
degree of approximation always decreases from top to bot-
tom: the separable mixed approximation according to Eq. (19)
is indicated with magenta lines, the full mixed approximation
Eq. (13) is blue for one and green for two HK DOFs, and
the reference separable TA-SCIVR [Eq. (6)] is red. In the full
mixed approximation calculations, either only the Morse DOF
is treated with HK or both the Morse oscillator and the resonant
bath mode are treated with HK, which is expected to experi-
ence the strongest anharmonic driving by the system. Only
104 trajectories have been used in each case, both to achieve
reasonable computational costs and to work out the efficiency
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FIG. 1. Spectrum of an iodine-like Morse oscillator coupled to a CL bath
comprising 10 DOFs withωmax = ωs,ωc = 0.5ωs, and coupling ηeff = 0.5.
From top to bottom: separable TA mixed with 1 HK DOF [magenta, (i)]
[Eq. (19)], full TA mixed with 1 HK DOF [blue, (ii)] and full TA mixed with
2 HK DOFs [green, (iii)] [Eq. (13)], and the separable TA HK [red, (iv)] using
Eq. (6). All spectra are renormalized such that the elastic peak has height one,
and all spectra are magnified and overlapped in order to make excited peaks
visible.

of the new methods. In all spectral plots, we subtract the sum
of the ground state energies of the individual DOFs,

Eplot = E − E0 −

Fb∑
i=1

ωi

2
, (30)

in order to make the net effect of the system-bath coupling
visible and to facilitate the comparison between baths with
different parameters. In Eq. (30), E0 is the ground state energy
of the Morse oscillator.

Overall, agreement in terms of peak position is very good
between all methods. The peak weights are not reproduced
correctly as a consequence of the different degrees of approx-
imation in the mixed treatments. This loss of accuracy in
peak weight is, however, inherent also in the reference results
obtained with the separable approximation for TA HK when
compared to full quantum calculations, as we have seen in
Ref. 1 for 2D and 3D examples. We will therefore focus mainly
on frequencies in the discussion. Bath peaks are generally not
very prominent because there is no initial excitation in the bath;
the only dynamics is induced by the system. This is reflected
especially in the reference TA-SCIVR and in the full mixed
spectra. The biggest bath peaks correspond to the modes whose
frequency is closest to the system and which are therefore most
strongly driven by the system. By contrast, just one bath peak
from the resonant harmonic oscillator (HO) is featured signif-
icantly in the separable mixed spectrum [magenta line, (i)].

In Fig. 2, we provide a closer look at one exemplary region
of the spectrum. The respective rightmost peak is the second

FIG. 2. Bath excitations in the spectrum of a Morse oscillator coupled to a
CL bath. The rightmost peak is the second excitation of the system, and the
remaining peaks originate from bath modes. All bath parameters and plot spec-
ifications are identical to Fig. 1. The arrows highlight bath peaks of first order
(fundamental) in black and higher order (overtones) in red; dashed vertical
lines show the respective uncoupled counterpart.

excited state of the system. For this peak, the full mixed result
with one HK DOF [blue line, (ii)] clearly deviates from the
reference spectrum. However, this deviation can be removed
by also treating the most strongly coupled bath DOF on the
HK level of accuracy [green line, (iii)], which reproduces
non-Gaussian distortions of the resonant bath mode. The sep-
arable mixed result [magenta line, (iv)], on the other hand,
agrees within the frequency resolution with the reference HK
spectrum, and it is better converged. All remaining peaks in
Fig. 2 are bath excitations, highlighted by red and black arrows.
Assuming the bath oscillators are still harmonic, they are the
sum of one or more shifted bath frequencies ω̃i and either the
elastic peak Ẽ0 or the first system excitation Ẽ1. The dashed
lines have been obtained by adding the original bath frequen-
cies ωi to Ẽ0 or Ẽ1, and thus illustrate where these bath peaks
would be situated if the frequencies remained unchanged by
the dynamics. The rightmost red line, for example, shows the
second excited state of the HO with the highest frequency. Each
bath peak lies to the left of the corresponding dashed line, indi-
cating a redshift. Higher order bath excitations (red arrows
in Fig. 2) are shifted further, as it is expected. As discussed
in our first paper on the mixed TA-SCIVR,1 the separable
approximation that leads to Eq. (19) entails a suppression of
bath excitations. Consequently, only the first excitation of the
highest frequency bath mode shows up significantly in the
spectrum. Like the excited states of the Morse oscillator, its
position agrees closely with the less approximate results. The
other bath excitations are strongly suppressed by the separa-
ble mixed method, but they can still be identified reliably upon
closer inspection and also turn out to be reproduced faithfully.
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Due to its numerical advantages, we will perform exclu-
sively separable mixed calculations in the remainder of this
paper, where we investigate the system behavior for different
bath characteristics.

B. Frequency shifts for different bath sizes
and role of the Caldeira-Leggett counter term

Having established that the separable mixed method offers
the same accuracy with respect to peak positions as the full
HK treatment for the CL system, we now increase the bath
size up to 60 bath HOs. Again, we use a very off-resonant
bath on the one hand and one with bath frequencies up to
the system frequency on the other hand. In addition, we will
analyse the influence of the CL counter term on the outcome of
the spectral calculations for our examples. We will undertake a
similar investigation as previously performed by Georgievskii
and Stuchebrukhov87 and therefore look at the CL model in the
form of Eq. (20) as well as a Hamiltonian without the counter
term,

H =
p2

s

2ms
+ Vs(s) +

Fb∑
i=1




p2
i

2
+

1
2
ω2

i y2
i + ciyi

(
s − seq

)


. (31)

The following numerical investigations will comprise bath
sizes of 10, 20, 40, and 60 DOFs such that convergence with
respect to the number of bath HOs can be tested. As we are
using the separable mixed TA-SCIVR, we can keep the number
of trajectories constant at 104 for the differently sized baths.
With this number of trajectories, all results are converged with
respect to peak positions. The number of HK DOFs has been
either one or two. Especially for the low-frequency bath, it was
sufficient to describe only the Morse oscillator with HK, while
in the case of the high bath cutoff, it was helpful to include the
resonant bath oscillator into the HK part as well.

1. Example: 20 bath DOFs

An exemplary overview of results for the different bath
parameters is given in Figs. 3 and 4 for a bath with 20 DOFs,
where again all spectra are normalized such that the respective
most intense peak’s size is one. To illustrate the shift of the

FIG. 3. Spectra for a Morse oscillator in an off-resonant CL bath with 20
HOs. Bath parameters are ωc = 0.1 ωs, ωmax = 0.5 ωs, and ηeff = 0.5. The
top result (i) is from a calculation without the CL counter term, and the bottom
spectrum (ii) is from a calculation including the CL counter term. The dashed
lines represent eigenvalues of a regular 1D Morse potential (blue, top) and of
a 1D Morse potential modified by the CL counter term according to Eq. (32)
(black, bottom).

FIG. 4. Spectra for a Morse oscillator in a resonant CL bath with 20 HOs.
Bath parameters are ωc = 0.5 ωs, ωmax = ωs, and ηeff = 0.5. All remaining
plot specifications as in Fig. 3.

Morse spectrum, we indicate the positions of the analytical
eigenvalues of the Morse potential from Eq. (22) for calcu-
lations without the CL counter term (top halves of Figs. 3
and 4). For the evaluation of the calculations with the original
CL Hamiltonian in Eq. (20), the one-dimensional reference
is modified because the counter term, which does not depend
on the bath coordinates, effectively amounts to a renormaliza-
tion of the system potential.96 Therefore, in this case we use
eigenenergies Emod,n (bottom halves of Figs. 3 and 4) of the
Morse potential modified by the CL counter term,

Vs,mod(s) = De

(
1 − e−α(s−seq)

)2
+
π

4
Fb

a

(
s − seq

)2
. (32)

The spectra with far off-resonant frequencies in Fig. 3
exhibit system peaks that are hardly different from the 1D
results on this scale. If the CL counter term is included (bottom
half), we see a blueshift that can be attributed to the modifica-
tion of the system potential by the counter term. Choosing the
cutoff frequency closer to ωs, on the other hand, has a much
greater impact on the spectra, as depicted in Fig. 4. Instead of
just the excited states of the system, we now see red-shifted
bath excitations and a blue-shifted system peak as in Fig. 2.
The prominence of these bath peaks is due to the resonant
bath mode that can be driven much more effectively by the
system than the non-resonant one from the low-cutoff exam-
ple. In addition, the resonant HO is now incorporated into the
HK part of the calculation, which does not suppress bath over-
tones. The more interesting and more relevant feature for us,
however, is that the stronger system-bath interaction results in
a sizable blueshift of the system both for calculations with and
without the CL counter term and always relative to the respec-
tive modified or unmodified one-dimensional eigenvalues. For
both resonant bath and off-resonant bath, increasing the effec-
tive coupling ηeff leads to an enhancement of the respective
trend towards blueshift or redshift but has no influence on the
quality of the shift.

2. Dependence on bath size and CL counter term

For a more detailed quantitative discussion of the system’s
blueshift, we take a look at the first five system peaks for each
of the different baths (Figs. 5–8). In Figs. 5 and 7, the shift
of the peak energies is plotted. In a similar way as before, the
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FIG. 5. Shift of the eigenenergies [Eq.
(33)] of a Morse oscillator coupled to
an off-resonant CL bath with parame-
ters ωmax = 0.5 ωs, ωc = 0.1 ωs. The
coupling strength is ηeff = 0.5 in (a)
and ηeff = 2.0 in (b). The bath com-
prises either 10 (red crosses), 20 (green
crosses), or 40 (blue crosses) HOs, and
the solid lines are just a guide to the
eye. The CL counter term is included in
the calculations on the left side of each
panel and not included on the right side
[Eq. (31)].

FIG. 6. Birge-Sponer fit to the differ-
ence of consecutive eigenenergies Ẽn of
a Morse oscillator coupled to the off-
resonant CL bath from Fig. 5. The “+”
crosses denote results with 10 (red), 20
(green), and 40 (blue) bath HOs. The
solid green line is a linear fit to the 20
DOFs result, and the dashed black line
with “×” crosses is the corresponding
1D MO reference, i.e., En � En�1 [Eq.
(21)] or Emod,n − Emod,n−1 [Eq. (32)],
respectively.

energy of an appropriate uncoupled reference, now depending
on the peak index, is subtracted,

Eplot,n = Ecoup,n −
*.
,
Es,n +

Fb∑
i=1

ωi

2
+/
-

, (33)

where the system eigenenergies Es,n are either the analytic
eigenenergies En of the undisturbed Morse potential from
Eq. (21) for the calculations without the CL counter term or the
numerically calculated eigenenergies Emod,n of the modified
Morse potential from Eq. (32) for the calculations including
the counter term. Thus, we visualize the net shift of the peaks,
which includes the energy shifts of the system eigenstates and
of the bath ground state. A blueshift of the system is charac-
terized by a sequence of increasing values, whereas a redshift
shows the opposite behavior. Assuming that the interaction
with the bath only changes the Morse parameters of the system
to ω̃e and x̃e, but not the overall Morse form itself, Eq. (33) has
the form of a parabola, as can be seen by inserting the Morse

eigenvalues from Eq. (22),

Eplot,n = (ω̃e −ωe)

(
n +

1
2

)
− (ω̃ex̃e − ωexe)

(
n +

1
2

)2

−∆Eb,gs. (34)

The last term in this equation is the change of the bath ground
state energy upon coupling to the system, which acts as a
constant offset.

As an alternative measure, Figs. 6 and 8 show the differ-
ence of consecutive excited Morse peaks, Ẽn − Ẽn−1, such that
the shift of the bath ground state energy ∆Eb,gs drops out. This
kind of representation is referred to as the Birge-Sponer extrap-
olation and can be used experimentally to determine Morse
potential parameters from spectroscopic data.97 Based on
the analytic formula for the Morse eigenenergies in Eq. (22),
a linear fit of these points yields the harmonic approximation
frequency ωe as the intersection with the vertical axis and the

FIG. 7. Shift of the eigenenergies of a
MO coupled to a resonant CL bath with
parameters ωmax = ωs, ωc = 0.5 ωs,
and coupling strengths ηeff = 0.1 in (a)
and ηeff = 0.5 in (b). All plot specifi-
cations as in Fig. 5, with the addition
of results for 60 bath DOFs (magenta
crosses).
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FIG. 8. Birge-Sponer fit to the differ-
ence of consecutive eigenenergies Ẽn of
a Morse oscillator coupled to the res-
onant CL bath from Fig. 7. All lines
are fits to points of the same color as in
Fig. 6, with the color code from Fig. 7.

anharmonicity ωexe, which is proportional to the slope of the
line. An increase of the slope corresponds to a redshift, whereas
a decreasing slope means a bigger difference between eigen-
values and therefore a blueshift. We show a linear fit of the
first four system energy differences and compare this result to
the one-dimensional Morse oscillator or its modified version
(black “×,” dashed line), for which ωe has also been obtained
by the Birge-Sponer fit and is indicated with an “×.” The shifts
of the experimental parameters with respect to the gas-phase
result are summarized in Table I.

a. Off-resonant bath. The analysis is interesting especially
for the low-frequency bath, where we could not see much in
the overview plot (Fig. 4). Results are presented in Figs. 5 and
6. Due to the fits in the Birge-Sponer plots in Fig. 6 being
almost identical, we have plotted only one line in each case.
For low coupling, we see an almost negligible redshift. The
effect of the CL counter term is well illustrated by the Birge-
Sponer plot: the result with the counter term is clearly blue-
shifted with respect to the original Morse eigenvalues, but it
is almost on top of the appropriately modified 1D energies.
The influence of the system-bath dynamics is much smaller by
comparison, especially given that our energy grid resolution
is ∆E = 1.2 × 10−6 a.u. These findings are corroborated by
the calculations with higher system-bath coupling strength.
Here, the redshift is much more pronounced, but again, for the
original CL potential, the main contribution to the energy shift
is due to the counter term. For all calculations with low bath
cutoff frequency, the number of bath oscillators does not have
much impact on the system spectrum. In the low coupling case,
the difference between all three bath sizes is one frequency
grid point at most. For the higher coupling, 10 bath DOFs
influence the system somewhat less than 20 and 40 bath HOs,
which yield very similar results. This weak dependence on

TABLE I. Change of the harmonic frequency and the anharmonicity of a
Morse oscillator in the presence of a Caldeira-Leggett bath. All shifts are
relative to the gas-phase result.

Resonant bath Off-resonant bath

With CL counter term (Eq. (20)) ω̃e > ωe ω̃e > ωe

ω̃ex̃e < ωexe ω̃ex̃e < ωexe

Without CL counter term (Eq. (31)) ω̃e > ωe ω̃e > ωe

ω̃ex̃e > ωexe ω̃ex̃e < ωexe

bath size is a consequence of the low cutoff and maximum bath
frequencies. While the bath mode with the highest frequency
is always the same, most additional bath oscillators are far off-
resonant. In conclusion, we find the same 20 to 40 bath DOFs
to be sufficient to describe a continuous low-frequency bath,
as it has been reported in Ref. 20.

b. Resonant bath. The case of baths with a high cutoff and
resonant maximum frequency is investigated in detail in Figs. 7
and 8. The overall behavior of the system is completely differ-
ent compared to the low-frequency case, with strong blueshifts
for each bath setup, as already seen in the overview, Fig. 4. For
ηeff = 0.1, the effect of the bath on the system is somewhat
bigger without the CL counter term, as shown on the left side
of Fig. 7(a). The counter term, which is harmonic in the sys-
tem coordinate, restricts the system dynamics and thus also
the system-bath interaction. If it is left out of the calculation,
the system-bath dynamics induces a larger shift of the system
frequency. The total blueshift in Fig. 8, on the other hand, is
also determined by the change of the 1D eigenenergies by the
counter term, which offsets the weaker system-bath dynamics
and leads to quite similar overall results in this low-coupling
case. Unlike before, the results strongly depend on the bath
size because each increase adds in particular some oscillators
that are close to the system frequency and notably influence the
system’s dynamics. As the differences between results become
smaller with each addition of bath HOs, we approach conver-
gence with respect to a continuous bath description with 60
bath DOFs. The higher system-bath coupling amplifies these
trends. Now, the difference of coupled and uncoupled peak
energies [Fig. 7(b)] is almost twice as big for the calculation
without the CL counter term compared to the one that includes
it. However, the modification of the 1D eigenenergies induced
by the counter term is so big in this case that the total blueshift
[Fig. 8(b)] becomes even larger than without the counter term.
Again, we can see that the results converge with increasing
bath size.

3. Frequency shift dependence
on cutoff and maximum frequency

Given the different nature of the system frequency shift in
Figs. 5 and 7, one may wonder how the transition from redshift
to blueshift looks like for varying bath cutoff or maximum fre-
quency. This is illustrated exemplarily in Figs. 9 and 10 for a
bath with 20 HOs and using the Hamiltonian without the CL
counter term. In Fig. 9, we keep the maximum frequency fixed,
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FIG. 9. Cutoff frequency dependence of the shift of the eigenenergies of a
Morse oscillator coupled to a CL bath. Bath parameters: 20 HOs, maximum
frequency fixed at ωmax = 0.7 ωs, and cutoff frequencies ωc are 0.1 ωs
(violet “+” crosses), 0.2 ωs (green), 0.3 ωs (light blue), 0.4 ωs (orange),
0.5ωs (yellow), 0.6ωs (dark blue), and 0.7ωs (red). The CL counter term is
not included in the Hamiltonian [Eq. (31)]. The “×” crosses and black dashed
line show the eigenenergy differences of the gas-phase Morse oscillator. The
lines in (a) are just a guide to the eye. In (b), the lines are the linear fit to the
crosses of the same color.

while the cutoff frequency is varied. As expected from the
above investigations, the blueshift of the higher eigenfrequen-
cies is gradually diminished and finally turns into a redshift
as the bath oscillators become more off-resonant. Taking the
parabola from Eq. (34) as an appropriate description for the
curves in Fig. 9(a), we see that indeed all of these graphs dis-
play a negative curvature, which is equivalent to an increase
and therefore a redshift of the anharmonicity ω̃ex̃e. This is cor-
roborated by the Birge-Sponer plot in Fig. 9(b), where it shows
a steeper slope of the linear fit. The harmonic approximation
frequency ω̃e is always blue-shifted, and the shift is enhanced
as ωc grows.

A similar behavior is observed for the opposite case dis-
played in Fig. 10, where we keep the cutoff frequency fixed
and vary the maximum frequency. There is a change from
redshift to blueshift of the anharmonicity as the maximum

FIG. 10. Maximum bath frequency dependence of the shift of the eigenen-
ergies of a Morse oscillator coupled to a CL bath. Bath parameters: 20 HOs,
cutoff frequency fixed at ωc = 0.5 ωs, and maximum frequencies ωmax are
0.4ωs (violet “+” crosses), 0.5ωs (green), 0.6ωs (light blue), 0.7ωs (orange),
0.8ωs (yellow), 0.9ωs (dark blue), and 1.0 ωs (red). The CL counter term is
not included in the Hamiltonian [Eq. (31)]. The “×” crosses and black dashed
line show the eigenenergy differences of the gas-phase Morse oscillator. The
lines in (a) are just a guide to the eye. In (b), the lines are the linear fit to the
crosses of the same color.

bath frequency becomes resonant and more close-to-resonant
modes are present in the bath, as already seen in Figs. 7 and 8.
As the maximum frequency becomes more off-resonant, we
again see a redshift of the anharmonicity. In both cases, the
harmonic frequency is shifted to a higher value.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The spectral lines of an anharmonic system of interest are
strongly influenced by the presence of coupling to an environ-
ment. In an energy domain Green’s function calculation, the
self-energy due to the environmental coupling leads to a shift
(and broadening) of the peaks.87 Here, we use an alternative,
time-dependent methodology and investigate the influence on
the spectroscopic signatures of large environments with up to
60 bath degrees of freedom that are treated explicitly together
with the system. Conditions on the bath parameters have been
identified that lead either to a redshift or to a blueshift of the
system frequency. We have investigated the cases of a non-
resonant bath and a resonant bath, where in the latter case
also the bath oscillator closest to resonance was treated at
the HK level. Furthermore, we have compared results from
calculations with and without the Caldeira-Leggett counter
term to demonstrate that this term causes a large portion of
the blueshift which is observed with respect to the gas-phase
Morse oscillator. If the one-dimensional reference potential is
adjusted appropriately with the counter term, the effect of the
system-bath interaction on the system eigenenergies is similar
for calculations with and without the counter term. The change
of the system frequency depends on both the bath cutoff and
the maximum frequency. In the case of a strongly non-resonant
bath, the anharmonicityωexe is red-shifted. The harmonic fre-
quency ωe always shifts to a higher value. If there are at least
some bath frequencies close to resonance, on the other hand,
the fundamental frequency and the anharmonicity are blue-
shifted. Overall, the mixed time averaged semiclassical hybrid
approach demonstrated to be a robust semiclassical approxi-
mation that properly accounts for different types of coupling,
even for up to 61-dimensional potential. This opens the route
of its application to more realistic condensed phase systems
than the Caldeira-Leggett potential modeling.

Recently, it has been argued that the modeling of an anhar-
monic system bilinearly coupled to a harmonic bath suffers
the invertibility problem.98 The next goal that we intend to
tackle therefore is the study of realistic system-bath Hamilto-
nians with Lennard-Jones type interaction, for systems like
iodine in a Krypton matrix, which have also been studied
experimentally.85

Future implementation will include the finite temperature
effects and the broadening of the peaks. Eventually, given the
cheap computational cost of the time-averaging SC-IVR, the
present mixed semiclassical method will be implemented for
direct ab initio simulations of condensed phase systems.
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